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Rebel Governance of Marriage and Sexuality: 
An Intersectional Approach 
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Extant research links forced marriage and sexual violence in rebel groups with their respective political projects, social control, 
and group cohesion. However, forced marriage and sexual violence are rare in many rebel groups, including the Maoists in 

Nepal who claimed to have a “progressive,” “scientific,” and “modern” framework for governing marriage and sexuality. In the 
light of this puzzle, I ask, what does a noncoercive/nonviolent rebel governance of marriage and sexuality mean for a rebel 
group’s political project of social control and power? What is the gendered impact of such governance? Importantly, how does 
it impact female combatants at the intersection of multiple oppressions? Using abductive analysis of extensive interviews with 

female ex-combatants and their leaders, I build a theoretical explanation about the noncoercive/nonviolent governance of 
marriage and sexuality that is not just linked to the formation, consolidation, and legitimation of political agendas, but also 

enabled social control and political power for the Maoists. However, this further marginalized those female combatants who 

were already disadvantaged. I employ a feminist intersectional framework while critically reflecting on my own positionality. 
The implications of these findings extend beyond Nepal, illuminating dynamics of rebel governance and the complexity of 
war and postwar social organization. 

La investigación existente vincula el matrimonio forzado y la violencia sexual en los grupos rebeldes con sus respectivos 
proyectos políticos, con el control social y con la cohesión grupal. Sin embargo, el matrimonio forzado y la violencia sexual son 

infrecuentes dentro de muchos grupos rebeldes, incluidos los maoístas en Nepal que afirmaron tener un marco «progresista», 
«científico» y «moderno» para regir el matrimonio y la sexualidad. En vista de este rompecabezas, nos preguntamos, ¿qué
significa un sistema de gobernanza rebelde no coercitiva/no violenta del matrimonio y la sexualidad para el proyecto político 

de control social y de poder de un grupo rebelde? ¿Cuál es el impacto en términos de género de dicha gobernanza?, y, sobre 
todo, ¿cómo afecta a las mujeres combatientes que se encuentran en la intersección de múltiples opresiones? Utilizando 

un análisis abductivo de extensas entrevistas con mujeres excombatientes y sus líderes, construimos una explicación teórica 
sobre la gobernanza no coercitiva/no violenta del matrimonio y la sexualidad que no solo está vinculado a la formación, 
consolidación y legitimación de las agendas políticas, sino que también permitió el control social y el poder político para los 
maoístas. Sin embargo, esto marginó aún más a las mujeres combatientes que ya estaban en desventaja. Empleamos un marco 

interseccional feminista mientras reflexionamos críticamente sobre nuestro propio posicionamiento. Las implicaciones de 
estos hallazgos se extienden más allá de Nepal, iluminando la dinámica de la gobernanza rebelde, así como la complejidad de 
la guerra y la organización social de la posguerra. 

La recherche associe encore le mariage forcé et les violences sexuelles au sein des groupes rebelles à leurs projets politiques, 
leur contrôle social et leur cohésion interne. Néanmoins, force est de constater que ce sont des phénomènes rares dans de 
nombreux groupes rebelles. Les maoïstes du Népal revendiquaient notamment le caractère «progressiste», «scientifique» et 
«moderne» du cadre de leurs pratiques de mariage et de sexualité. Face à cette énigme, je m’interroge sur la signification 

d’une gouvernance rebelle non coercitive et non violente du mariage et de la sexualité au sein du projet politique de contrôle 
social et de prise de pouvoir d’un groupe rebelle. Quelles sont les conséquences de ce type de gouvernance selon les genres? 
Plus précisément, quels sont ses effets sur les combattantes soumises à de multiples oppressions? À l’aide d’une analyse abduc- 
tive de longs entretiens avec d’anciennes combattantes et leur chef, je produis une explication théorique de la gouvernance 
non coercitive et non violente du mariage et de la sexualité qui dépasse les liens avec la formation, la consolidation et la 
légitimation des programmes politiques. Cette gouvernance aurait également permis aux maoïstes de contrôler la société et 
d’obtenir le pouvoir politique, tout en renforçant la marginalisation des combattantes déjà désavantagées. J’emploie un cadre 
intersectionnel féministe tout en réfléchissant à ma propre positionnalité de façon critique. Les implications de ces résultats 
dépassent le Népal. Elles mettent en lumière la dynamique de gouvernance rebelle et la complexité de l’organisation sociale 
pendant et après une guerre. 
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contestations and practices of power. Traditionally, the state 
has been the focus of such inquiry ( Peterson 1992 , 2014 , 
2020 ); however, recent research has begun to explore the 
significance of the governance of private affairs by rebel 
groups. While the regulation of intimacy is a constitutive fea- 
ture of successful nation building/state formation in critical 
feminist international relations (IR) scholarship ( Anthias 
and Yuval-Davis 1989 ; Peterson 2020 ), formation of state to 

govern as a state ( Cunningham and Loyle 2020 , 4) or at 
least to mimic a state ( Arjona, Nelson, and Mampilly 2015 , 
10; McConnell 2016 , 165–66; Klem and Maunaguru 2017 ) is 
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Introduction 

he feminist insight that “the personal is political” demon-
trates that supposedly mundane private affairs 1 such as mar-
iage and sexuality are deeply embedded in larger political

Keshab Giri is a lecturer in International Relations at The University of Syd-
ey. His research interests include gender and war, women in political violence,

ntersectionality, violent extremism, leftist insurgencies, critical security studies,
ebel governance, governance of intimacy in rebel group, and armed conflicts in
outh Asia and Southeast Asia. 

1 For this research, I focus on only two components of the private sphere:

arriage and sexuality. Marriage and sexuality here refer to the constellation of 

ntimate relationships encompassing sensual, sexual and reproductive activities, 
nd conjugal relations. I exclude other activities that may fall within the private 

sphere such as observance of faith-based activities and rituals, lifestyle and rou- 
tine, other familial relationships apart from conjugal relations, and so on. 
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what rebel groups aspire for. The question therefore arises:
how do the politics of marriage and sexuality matter in rebel
governance that ultimately seeks to emulate a state? 

The literature on forced marriage and sexual violence
largely tends to focus either on the organizational and inter-
personal dimensions of forced marriage and sexual violence
within the “victim–perpetrator” and “weapon of war” frame-
works ( Baaz and Stern 2009 , 2013 ; Kirby 2015 ; Jacobs 2020 ;
Revkin and Wood 2021 ; Sarwari 2021 ) or their governance
within the rebel group is analyzed within the instrumental
framework: minimizing in-group conflict and promoting in-
terdependence ( Kramer 2012 ; Marks 2014 ), preventing the
libidinal withdrawal ( Goodwin 1997 ), and enhancing cohe-
sion and loyalty ( Cohen 2013 ). Nevertheless, some research
has gone further to study the link between forced marriage
and political projects and their objectives ( Baines 2014 ),
and between the repertoires of sexual violence and social
control in a group ( Marks 2014 ) and violent state building
( Ahram 2019 ). 

Yet, while these studies advance useful insight on links
between forced marriage/sexual violence and instrumenta-
tion/political underpinnings and call attention to the cen-
trality of marriage and sexuality in politics of war, these
works place violence and coercion at the heart of their anal-
ysis. To gain a more nuanced understanding of the com-
plex interplay between marriage and sexuality and rebel
governance, we need to go beyond violence/coercion. It is
through nonmaterial actions such as discourses and prac-
tices of rule that produce and reify political power and au-
thority ( Foucault 1982 ). Hence, the study of marriage and
sexuality in rebel governance should not only examine re-
munerative and coercive aspects but also include noncoer-
cive normative structures and practices. 

Second, forced marriage and sexual violence within rebel
groups are not universal ( Wood 2009 ). Many rebel groups
do not either use forced marriage or permit sexual violence
within or outside the rebel group. While other groups such
as Lord’s Resistance Army allow forced marriage but strictly
prohibit some forms of rape and sexual violence ( Annan
et al . 2009 ), the Maoist insurgency in Nepal neither forced
its cadres and combatants into marriage explicitly nor per-
mitted sexual abuse and violence in policy or practice inside
and outside the group (see Gayer 2013 , 2014 ). The Eritrean
People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) ( Silkin 1983 ), the Libera-
tion Tigers of Tamil Elam (LTTE) ( Wood 2009 ), and Frente
Farabundo Marti para Liberacion Nacional (FMLN) in El
Salvador ( Wood 2009 ) are other examples of rebel groups
that strictly prohibited sexual violence and rape in terms of
policy and practice. 

Given this milieu, a few important questions arise: what
does a noncoercive/nonviolent 2 rebel governance of mar-
riage and sexuality mean for a rebel group’s political agen-
das, social control, and politics of power within the group?
What are the gendered impacts of such noncoercive gov-
ernance of marriage and sexuality? Importantly, how does
this governance impact women combatants at the intersec-
tion of multiple systems of oppression? I examine the gover-
nance of marriage and sexuality in the Maoist insurgency
2 While I use the term noncoercive/nonviolent, I do not mean to imply the to- 
tal absence of coercion/violence, including the structural and discursive violence, 
but rather their rarity in material forms. Moreover, I build on the perception 
of nonviolence/noncoercion of interviewees who stressed freedom of love and 
marriage, and no restriction of sexual relationship between married combatants. 
Many primary and secondary data I analyzed also attested to such experiences 
( Yami 2007 ; Gayer 2013 , 2014 ). Similarly, the Maoists were open to the same- 
sex marriage and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, intersex, 
asexual + (LGBTQIA + ) recognition in the constitution ( UNDP/USAID 2014 ). 

 

 

 

 

 

in Nepal (1996–2006) to construct a theoretical explana-
tion using abductive analysis that accounts for the puzzle of
noncoercive/nonviolent governance. I argue that the rebel
group still effectively governs marriage and sexuality nonco-
ercively/nonviolently to form, consolidate, and legitimize its
political agendas, and instrumentalize them for social con-
trol and power accumulation. However, such governance re-
produced gendered forms of insecurity and marginalization
in private and public spheres, particularly for those female
combatants at the intersection of multiple oppressions such
as gender, caste, class, ethnicity, social status, and educa-
tional status. 

I use a feminist intersectional framework that offers a
critical theoretical lens to examine how politics of power
embedded into the governance of marriage and sexual-
ity reproduces a gendered hierarchy of power impacting
women already at the margin 

3 disproportionately. Similarly,
I combine abductive analysis and reflexive feminist research
methodology with critical reflections on positionality, power
dynamics, and potential limitations. 

The first section of this paper synthesizes three bodies of
literature—feminist IR scholarship, rebel governance, and
ethnographic studies—to highlight the significance of the
private sphere in the study of war and rebel governance and
demonstrate how my research adds to each of these bodies
of literature. A brief discussion on the case selection of the
Maoist insurgency in Nepal is followed by a discussion of the
puzzle of noncoercive/nonviolent governance of marriage
and sexuality in the Maoist insurgency couched in a broader
narrative of “science,” “progress,” and “modernity.” Next, I
lay out the design of the study followed by the intersectional
theoretical framework. In the subsequent analysis, I show
how the Maoist noncoercive/nonviolent governance of mar-
riage and sexuality operates in relation to their broader po-
litical ambition of social control and political power accu-
mulation while marginalizing the women combatants at the
intersection of multiple systems of oppression in the group.
I use this analysis to build the theoretical claim that Maoist
rebels pursue noncoercive governance of marriage and sex-
uality to extend social control and political power. The fi-
nal section concludes the discussion while highlighting the
implications of research and suggesting avenues for future
research on this topic. 

Study of Marriage and Sexuality in the Rebel Group 

Despite shared interests in the private sphere in its various
connections to violent political contestation in the context
of war, scholarships from feminist IR (particularly critical
feminist IR), rebel governance, sociology, and anthropolog-
ical studies rarely come together in conversation with each
other on this topic. Feminist scholars directly address the
significance of the private sphere in understanding larger
politics at the state level. Rebel governance research also
recognizes the political significance of the private sphere in
the governance of the population. Similarly, some works on
sociology and anthropology explore the importance of un-
derstanding social order and intimate/quotidian relation-
ships to understand the war in totality. An interdisciplinary
approach to this topic, through a synthesis of these three
bodies of literature, offers a productive approach for the
systematic and nuanced exploration and advancement of re-
search on the governance of marriage and sexuality in the
rebel group and its larger political significance. 
3 Marginalized women here refer to women from a lower caste, lower class, 
ethnic minority, lower education attainment, and remote rural areas. 
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For many years, feminist scholars have been pushing for
urther investigation of the private sphere as a center of po-
itical contestation and governance of women’s bodies for
he construction of sociopolitical order. They have repeat-
dly emphasized the study of the private sphere, such as con-
ugal order and sexuality, to understand the larger power
olitics at play at national and international levels ( Enloe
000 , 195–203; MacKenzie 2012 ; Peterson 2020 ; Hanisch
.d ). Militarization of the private sphere is another critical

ine of inquiry in feminist research to understand IR ( Enloe
993 , 2000 ). Similarly, other feminist scholars highlight the
ignificance of strict regulation of gender, women’s bodies,
exual relations, and reproductive practices in relation to
ational projects seeking to capture state power and col-

ective national imagining or repel a threat to nationhood
 Anthias and Yuval-Davis 1989 ; Yuval-Davis 1997 ). Further-
ore, the entanglement between “modern” state formation

nd regulation of sex compels V. Spike Peterson to claim
hat “making state makes sex” ( Peterson 2014 , 390). 

What happens to women’s bodies does not constitute
 mere act of violence because of structural and systemic
orces; it is equally an enactment of particular political and
ultural ideas ( Butler 1988 ). Cynthia Cockburn character-
zes acts of sexual violence and rape during the war as politi-
al communication from one group of men to another cen-
ering the question of masculinity ( Cockburn 2009 , 159).
imilarly, the purity of a woman is deeply connected to the
urity of a nation; hence, rape dilutes that purity ( D’Costa
nd Hossain 2010 ). Moreover, Nayanika Mookherjee calls
ape a “spectral wound” to the national body ( Mookherjee
015 ). The bodies of women and violence against these bod-
es are deeply enmeshed in nationalistic discourses. 

Below the state level, an understanding of the rebel gov-
rnance of marriage and sexual violence yields vital in-
ight into critical processes that accompany the ambitious
ation-building process. Rebel groups often seek to emu-

ate material and institutional features of the state ( Arjona,
elson, and Mampilly 2015 , 10; McConnell 2016 , 165–66;
lem and Maunaguru 2017 ). In doing so, they also enact
abitus of conjugal order and sexual and gender-based vio-

ence of the state before them ( Wood 2009 , 2018 ). However,
ebel groups also innovate novel modes and frames of gov-
rnance of private spheres. Ariel Ahram argues, “sexual vi-
lence rends the pre-existing fabric of life while tightening
he binding strictures of the nascent familial state. Sexuality,
hen, stands as the frame on which new statehood itself is
inched” ( Ahram 2019 , 189). 

However, there seems to be a lack of synergy between
eminist scholarship and rebel governance literature on ex-
loring the centrality of marriage and sexuality in rebel
overnance. While existing rebel governance literature also
ocuses on noncoercive/nonviolent tools of governance, it
mits examination of the establishment of the social order
hrough regulation of marriage and sexuality, a core compo-
ent of feminist scholarship, advocacy, and activism. Arjona
 2014 , 1375; 2016, 182–83 ) suggests that the rebel gover-
ance, which she calls “rebelocracy,” goes beyond security
nd taxation. This means that rebel groups often rely on vi-
lence to control and govern the territory ( Kalyvas 2006 ),
ut they also engage in restoring a semblance of order and
ormalcy through various other means, for example, the es-

ablishment of foreign diplomacy ( Huang 2016b ), creation
f a judiciary/legal system ( Loyle 2020 ), provision of pub-

ic good and welfare ( Mampilly 2011 ; Arjona 2014 ; Arjona,
elson, and Mampilly 2015 ; Huang 2016a ; Stewart 2018 ),

nd constructing a system of revenue ( Revkin 2020 ). Ana
rjona goes further to argue that “rebelocracy” involves
reating a “wartime social order,” a set of rules that struc-
ure human interaction, social relations, and private con-
uct in a given community during wartime ( Arjona 2014 ,
374–75). Yet, it is not known whether the “rebelocracy” en-
ails noncoercive instruments of governance and how that
onfigures into the experiences of women during and after
he war. 

While rebel governance literature does broadly recognize
he microlevel dynamics such as the governance of social
elations and private conduct forming a vital part of “re-
elocracy,” the discussion of the political nature of regula-
ions of private conducts and intimate social relations and
heir linkage and significance in broader political agendas
nd power politics needs further exploration. Rebel gover-
ance scholars point to the conceptual and methodological
hallenges in the formalization of informal norms, values,
nd practices that are essential in rebel governance, par-
icularly for political institutional arrangements ( Mampilly
nd Stewart 2020 , 24). However, not exploring these every-
ay informal institutions, rules, and practices further rele-
ates vital microlevel processes into the black box of rebel
overnance. 

Some sociological and ethnographic studies, however, do
tudy the extent to which quotidian networks and personal
elationships, deeply ingrained into the broader political
limate of rebellion, influence political agency and sus-
ain political struggle ( Parkinson 2013 ; Viterna 2013 ). Fur-
her, social movement scholars have long insisted on mar-
iage and sexuality or the emotional constitution of social
ovements as a fertile field of inquiry (see Goodwin 1997 ;
oodwin, Jasper, and Colletta 2000 ; Shah 2013 ). Activists,

adres, or combatants in a rebel group may come together
ot only (or not primarily) by shared material/nonmaterial

nterests, social positions, and ideologies, but also by pow-
rful effectual ties of empathy, family, friendship, and ca-
araderie that spring from, and are reinforced by, face-to-

ace interactions ( Goodwin 1997 ; Gidwani and Paudel 2012 ;
hah 2013 ). 

My research enriches emerging conversation across all
hese three disciplines. First, it adds to the critical feminist
R scholarship by redirecting focus on the private sphere
o understand political agendas, and politics of control
nd power in a situation of war. Beyond the presentation
f social governance as a set of apolitical organizational
rocesses in making war, a deeper exploration of these

ormal/informal social infrastructures, value systems, and
ractices in the rebel group and their political significance
nriches critical feminist research. Second, rebel gover-
ance scholars stress the need for further research on the

mpact of rebel governance on social processes, and social
elationships can be a productive area of research ( Arjona,
elson, and Mampilly 2015 , 3–4). I show that an equally
roductive line of inquiry would also be to explore how the
onviolent/noncoercive governance of intimate social rela-

ionships informs the complex working of politics of gender
nd power at the microlevel during and after the war. More-
ver, I study the differentiated impact on groups of women
t the intersection of multiple oppressions. Finally, in the
tmosphere of intractability of civil war in recent times
 Von Einsiedel et al. 2017 , 4), following sociological and
nthropological inquiry into how rebel groups create social
rder through the governance of marriage and sexuality

s fundamental to our understanding of both the complex
ynamics and composite processes and consequences of
ar. 
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Toward a Theory of Noncoercive/Nonviolent 
Governance of Marriage and Sexuality: The Case of 

Nepal 

Case Selection: The Maoist Insurgency in Nepal 

The case of the Maoist insurgency in Nepal is significant in
three major ways. First, rebels were broadly considered to be
successful in achieving their political objective to establish a
republican governing system ( Lawoti 2010 , 3). Second, one
of the defining features of the insurgency was a relatively
higher level of participation of women in both combatant
and noncombatant roles ( Manchanda 2004 , 2010 ). Maoists
claim that the proportion of women combatants was as high
as 40–50 percent of the total force ( Manchanda 2004 ); how-
ever, the official United Nation’s Mission in Nepal (UNMIN)
numbers are about 20 percent (3,846 out of 19,602) ( Arino
2008 , 8). Apart from being combatants, women were promi-
nently active in the Maoists’ sister organizations such as
All Nepalese Women’s Association (Revolutionary) (ANWA
(R)), parallel government structure, and ad hoc institutions
set by Maoists such as the local government, the judiciary,
and the cultural front ( Yami 2007 ). 

The Maoists gained significant support among women as
they brought a progressive social agenda that promised to
eliminate all forms of discrimination against women ( ICTJ
2010 , 24). Before launching the insurgency, the Maoists sub-
mitted a forty-point memorandum to the government with
an ultimatum ( Thapa 2003 , 391). The nineteenth point
called for the end of patriarchal exploitation and discrimi-
nation against women and property right for the daughters. 4 

Finally, the Maoists insurgency in Nepal can reveal signif-
icant theoretical insights to explore the gendered impact of
noncoercive/nonviolent rebel governance of marriage and
sexuality in the aftermath of conflict. The Maoists sought
to govern marriage and sexuality in the rebel group as well
as in the territory they controlled ( Gayer 2013 , 2014 ). Un-
like similar rebel groups around the world, the Maoists per-
mitted marriage, did not proscribe sexual relationships, and
allowed family. The Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) com-
pelled its combatants to sign an “abstinence contract” re-
quiring the combatants to abstain from love and sexual rela-
tionship ( Käser 2021 ). The Maoists in India saw that sexual
relationships between combatants were seen as a problem
for the movement leading them to pursue anti-natalist poli-
cies ( Vindhya 2000 , 176; Sinha Roy 2011 , 123). The LTTE in
Sri Lanka allowed marriage only after the LTTE leader Prab-
hakaran got married in 1984 ( Herath 2007 , 135–36). The
EPLF also banned marriage earlier in the conflict only to be
allowed at the later stage of the conflict ( Wilson 1991 ). In
the case of Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia
(FARC) in Columbia, contraception was compulsory, and
many women combatants were forced to abort in case of
pregnancy ( Giraldo-Gartner 2020 ). 

The Puzzle of Noncoercive/Nonviolent Rebel Governance of Marriage 
and Sexuality 

The attempts by the Maoist leaders to frame the insurgency
in “scientific,” “progressive,” and “modernist” narratives and
discourses are enmeshed within parallel rhetoric on the gov-
ernance of marriage and sexuality to which the Maoists used
the same characterizations: “scientific,” “progressive,” and
“modernist.” The attempt here is not to discuss the seman-
tics and accuracy of these terms; rather I look at how the
4 The full text of the demands can be found in Karki and Seddon (2003 , 
183–87). 

 

 

 

Maoists borrowed and used these terms to frame gender
relations and to govern marriage and sexuality to formu-
late, further, and fortify their political project. The Maoists
sought to substantiate these claims by glossing their gover-
nance of marriage and sexuality in these terms. During the
insurgency, “science,” “modernity,” and “progress” were of-
ten used interchangeably ( Snellinger 2010 ). For the Maoist
leaders, “science”/“progression”/“modernity” meant de-
molishing centuries-old feudal structures and religious–
cultural norms and values along with economic structures
( Karki and Seddon 2003 , chapter 3) including old societal
norms, values, cultural codes, and practices of marriage to
liberate women ( Gayer 2013 , 2014 ; Gogoi 2017 , 52). 

Such linear conception of time and temporalities con-
cerning marriage and sexuality directly relate to power and
violence. Certain conceptions of time endorse efforts of
domination, subordination, and elimination that character-
ize heteropatriarchal politics. Often, these imply the idea
that the specific ways of living, knowing, loving, worship-
ping, producing, and reproducing are archaic and regres-
sive to justify the forced catching up, control, or elimination
of those designated as temporal anachronisms. These ideas
were often invoked to ostracize traditional values and prac-
tices regarding marriage and sexuality in Maoist stronghold
areas such as Thabang in Nepal ( Zharkevitch 2019 ) and
elsewhere. Appeals to tradition and modernity are powerful
forms of ideological authorization, and that implicit in the
tradition/modernity binary is a paradoxical conception of
time as both linear and hierarchical ( Alexander 2005 , 193).

However, irrespective of the immense discursive power
and symbolic violence involved, rebel governance initiatives,
particularly the attempt to transform the gender relations to
liberate women, are often met with hostility and create chal-
lenges for rebel groups, often requiring them to come up
with an intensive mode of governance ( Stewart 2021 , 8–9).
Rebel governance of intimacy incurs potential political costs
as it seeks to disrupt existing gender relations. Moreover, it
involves expending of scarce resources and more organiza-
tional capacity and potentially puts at stake the reputation
of the rebel group even when it is noncoercive/nonviolent.
Despite numerous costs, it may not bear tangible benefits in
the short term and may even fail to recoup the expended
costs over the long term. Moreover, rebels who govern ex-
tensively are victorious at the same rate as rebel groups that
do not ( Stewart 2021 , 14). 

Therefore, the puzzle remains why would any rebel
group invest intensively in the noncoercive/nonviolent gov-
ernance of marriage and sexuality? Ignoring the political
and ideational motivations for governance of marriage and
sexuality and their impacts—or analyzing through a nar-
row instrumental, tactical, or military strategy—only offers
a limited view of how rebel groups formulate and consol-
idate their political projects and priorities. Further, it ob-
scures how the rebel groups entangle the public and private
for greater mobilization toward their military and political
objectives. 

Possible reasons for the rebel governance of marriage
and sexuality may include symbolic reasons, practical con-
siderations, and revolutionary objectives of rebel groups.
Apart from material and coercive components of rebel gov-
ernance, nonmaterial and symbolic tools, rituals, and prac-
tices are vital for the legitimacy of the rebel governance
( Mampilly 2011 ). Isabel Käser (2021) indicates that one
of the many possible explanations for the “abstinence con-
tract” in PKK where combatants are not allowed to engage
in libidinal activities or sexual relationships was to reassure
the parents and relatives of female combatants that their
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honor” and “chastity” will not be breached. Another ex-
lanation tells that rebel groups with transformative objec-
ives tend to create fundamentally new political institutions
 Skocpol 1979 , 4–5) and seek to restructure the society fun-
amentally along racial, gender, religious, class, or ethnic

ines ( Tilly 1998 , 6). 
While these explanations are useful in deciphering the

uzzle above, repurposing V. Spike Peterson’s argument
rom “genealogy of sex/gender” ( Peterson 2014 , 390) offers
ital insight: making rebel group also makes sex/gender ; that is,
he construction of the narrative that a rebel group is an un-
ivaled and legitimate force seeking to supplant state often
elies on shaping and reshaping private spheres. Marriage
nd sexuality are not a mere side effect of governance but a
ey location where subjectivities are formed and controlled
 Käser 2021 ), which are vital to the political objectives of
he rebel group. Moreover, intimate, sexual, and family life
re intricately enmeshed in political projects such as nation-
ood, ethnicity, and religion require their collective repro-
uction in biological, legal, and cultural terms work through
ex, gender, and marriage ( Hasso 2014 , 121). 

“Scientific,” “Progressive,” and “Modern”: A Radical Maoist 
Movement 

he Maoists placed gender and conjugal order at the heart
f “scientific,” “progressive,” and “modernist” rhetoric of 
heir political project. By doing so, they claimed that their
rticulation of gender relations sets them apart from the
ther communist parties in Nepal and leftist rebel groups
eyond Nepal. The Maoists accused other communist par-
ies in the country of not being progressive enough as
hey lacked “scientific dialectical materialism” ( Karki and
eddon 2003 , 97). The Maoists designated women as the
ain category of oppressed people who benefitted from par-

icipating in the Maoist insurgency ( Lecomte-Tilouine 2009 ,
5) by freeing themselves from patriarchal constraints that
imited them within households. For Maoists, their ability to
ppeal to women and draw them out of their homes to fight
longside their husbands was itself a progressive act. A for-
er top-ranking Maoist woman leader exemplified how the
aoists emerged as the most progressive communist party

ifferentiating themselves from other Communist parties by
eeping marriage and gender relations at the core of such
istinction: 

In the past, the communist party, particularly, in
Mashal, 5 used to give loud slogans on women’s rights
and equality… At that time, merely supporting a hus-
band who is a whole-timer political cadre or leader was
a progressive act for a wife… We broke away from this
tradition. Before the start of the people’s war, I still re-
member, the party summoned all the wives of leaders
to say that women should also join the people’s war
along with their husbands to fight together. Only play-
ing the supporting role is not enough. Therefore, we
broke all the traditions including the conceptions of
gender equality in the Communist party. 6 

The Maoists also based claim to have taken on the mantle
f Communist revolution in the 21 

st century with their pro-
ressive governance of marriage and sexuality. The Maoist
nsurgency began at a time when leftist movements were fail-
ng around the world and the socialist block had crumbled,
eading Francis Fukuyama to declare victory for Western
5 One of the many communist parties in Nepal. 
6 Interview with Rumila and Karuna (date: 21/12/2017). 

g

iberal democracy over communism (1989). The Maoists in
epal asserted that the “Prachanda Path,” a syncretic Marx-

st adaptation named after the Maoist leader, was the most
efined form of Marxism attuned to “science,” “progress,”
nd “modernity” ( Karki and Seddon 2003 ). 

The Maoist governance of marriage, sexuality, and repro-
uction sets them distinct from other leftist insurgents out-
ide Nepal with similar ideological orientations ( Gayer 2013 ,
48). The Maoists contended that their approach to mar-
iage, sexuality, and reproduction was “scientific,” “progres-
ive,” and “modern” because they not only allowed marriage
nd relationships, but also did not restrict reproduction un-
ike other rebel groups in the region. Two of the former
igher-ranking Maoist female leaders elaborate, 

Naxalites in India have to vow not to have babies while
in the group. Still today, they don’t allow babies. In
LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Elam), they had the
policy not to let combatants have babies. 7 We did not
put a restriction on this matter. Prohibiting biological
needs is not scientific. 8 

Similarly, the Maoists consistently keep insisting that their
ovement was carefully thought out with a progressive

tance on marriage and sexuality without any force and co-
rcion. They characterized themselves different from leftist
roups in Asia such as the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia where
orced marriage was seen as a part of their ideology to purge
o-called class enemies ( Jacobs 2020 ) or the PKK where the
ombatants were punished for marrying or engaging in sex-
al activities ( Käser 2021 ). During the Maoist insurgency in
epal, if male and female combatants were in love and will-

ng to marry each other, the party would readily approve
heir union. Manu, who got married during the insurgency,
xplained: 

We fell in love during the insurgency in 2004. We
didn’t have to hide it because we were not bounded
by “purano pichhadiyeko manasikata” [old backward
mindset]. What mattered was whether we know each
other well and loved each other, The party [Maoist]
readily accepted our request for the conjugal union.
We did “pragatisheel vivah” [progressive marriage].
Fifteen other couples got married at the same time by
putting vermillion on the forehead and exchanging
guns. The party was supportive. 9 

Despite risks involved in the rebel governance of marriage
nd sexuality, the Maoists in Nepal governed through seem-
ngly noncoercive/nonviolent discursive power of “science,”
progress,” and “modernity” in seeking to consolidate and
egitimate their political project, both internally and exter-
ally. The paper delves deeper into specific mechanisms of
ocial control and political power that prompted the Maoists
or such governance and its impact on women through fem-
nist intersectional lens in the analysis section. 

Methodology 

his paper draws from interviews conducted with thirty-nine
articipants in Nepal between 2017 and 2018. Of these,
wenty-seven were female ex-combatants, four were experts
n female combatants in the Maoist insurgency in Nepal,
nd the remaining eight were top Maoist leaders including
ix female Maoist leaders. All names have been changed for
LTTE only allowed marriage in 1984 after Prabhakaran, the LTTE leader, 
ot married. Sexuality was still seen as evil ( Herath 2007 , 135–37). 

8 Interview with Rumila and Karuna (date: 21/12/2017). 
9 Interview with Manu (date: 04/01/2018). 
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Table 1. Preliminary codes grouped into dominant themes 

Preliminary codes Dominant themes 

Scientific theory of revolution Discourse: science/ 
progress/modernity 

Refined communist movement 
Progressive force in Nepal 
Modern/progressive norms and practices 
Marriage approval Social control 
Enforcement of rules and moral codes 
Politics of martyrdom 

Appeal among marginalized groups Political power 
Legitimation 

Moral power 
Divorce 
(caste/class/ethnicity/education) 

Intersectionality and 
marginalization 

Ostracization/stigma 
(caste/class/ethnicity/education) 
Reproductive labor 
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anonymity. I traveled mostly to rural areas covering ten dis-
tricts of Nepal sprawling from the Eastern part of Nepal
to the Mid-West, and from mountainous districts to the
North to plains to the South. 10 Out of twenty-seven female
ex-combatants, ten came from higher caste backgrounds,
four from the Dalit (or the “untouchable” caste), and thir-
teen were indigenous nationalities. 11 All of the Maoist lead-
ers I interviewed came from an educated higher caste and
middle-class background. I used snowballing sampling to get
to a greater pool of female ex-combatants from marginal-
ized backgrounds. Having this diverse sample allowed me to
explore the experiences of female ex-combatants using an
intersectional lens. 

I used the abductive analysis to make theoretical sense of
the data. The abductive analysis encourages building of a
theory to understand anomalous and surprising empirical
findings through a systematic methodological analysis. It re-
quires “theoretical sensitivity” ( Glaser and Strauss 1967 , 46)
meaning the possession of theoretical insight into an area
of research and ability to make something of insights. While
similar to induction approach, the abduction looks for the-
ories while induction seeks for facts ( Peirce 1958 , 217–
18). Abduction analysis also foregrounds the researcher’s
positionality in terms of researcher’s cultivated intellectual
position. 

In terms of methodology, abductive data analysis consists
of iterative rounds of revisiting coding and memo, defamil-
iarizing, and alternative casing in light of theoretical knowl-
edge ( Timmermans and Tavory 2012 ). The researcher’s
ability to revisit the interviews with theoretical sensibility al-
lows the researcher to harness temporal lag in the service
of theory building. This revisiting can lead the researcher to
defamiliarization where the data in the interview transcripts
that are invisible or taken for granted suddenly become pos-
sible focal points in theory building. While defamiliarization
makes something hidden the focal point, and revisiting al-
lows returning to the same observation trans-situationally,
a researcher’s theoretical sensitivity and breadth can “case”
the interview data in different theoretical ways ( Tavory and
Timmermans 2009 ). 

All my interviewees, except one, were married. I asked
simple questions such as—“when did you get married?”;
“how do you characterize your marriage?”—followed by fur-
ther probing questions. Generally, my respondents were
very enthusiastic when asked about “progressive” marriage
during the insurgency, which they saw as a marker of revo-
lutionary identity. However, this was not immediately clear
to me. Getting into the field for my research, marriage and
sexuality were not the primary focus of my fieldwork. My pri-
mary focus was to explore complex experience of war in the
continuum by female combatants based on their intersect-
ing identities. However, there was interesting and surprising
regularity in the way female ex-combatants and their leaders
spoke about the marriage and sexuality during the war and
its aftermath. 

After reanalyzing and recoding the interview data care-
fully, a distinct pattern emerged in the characterization
of marriage and sexuality based on rank and intersec-
tional identity. My “theoretical sensitivity” on theories of
rebel governance; feminist intersectionality, feminist theo-
rization of nationhood, statehood, and war; gendered the-
ories of forced marriage and sexual violence during war;
10 These are Rolpa, Rukum, Banke, Dang, Arghakhanchi, Rupandehi, Chit- 
wan, Sunsari, Lalitpur, and Kathmandu. 

11 See Hoefer (1979) for the detailed exposition of caste-based hierarchical 
structure. 

 

 

 

 

and sociological theories of libidinal withdrawal in revo-
lution alerted me to the theory-building possibility in the
empirical data. It helped me to “case” the interview data
in a new theoretical framework of noncoercive/nonviolent
rebel governance of marriage and sexuality. After care-
fully analyzing/reanalyzing and coding/recoding the inter-
view data, I finalized a list of thirteen preliminary codes,
which I grouped into four dominant themes as shown
in table 1 . 

The abductive analysis focuses on the “theoretical sensi-
bility” of the researcher. However, I go further to highlight
my “multiplex” identity, which generates useful insights into
sociopolitical situatedness of the researcher and its implica-
tions for the knowledge production. In the following two
sections, I elaborate on the concepts of intersectionality and
positionality that contribute to the theory-building exercise
I undertake in this paper. 

Intersectionality 

Untangling politics of power and social control embedded
into the governance of the private sphere and exploring its
gendered impact through an intersectional lens require the-
ory and methods sensitive to the complex working of power
not just in analysis but also in research design and process.
A feminist intersectional lens helps to understand how reg-
ulation of the intimate private sphere has caused a differ-
entiated impact on different bodies, demanding an inquiry
into the political nature of the public/private divide. Fail-
ure to attend to this dimension further depoliticizes the di-
vide and obscures the operation of power in a continuum
between the public and private. The creation of a state, a
central locus of political activity, relies and builds on this di-
vide ( Peterson 2014 ). Feminist scholars have long rejected
the separation of “public” from “private” ( Elshtain 1987 ; Das
1996 ). In this view, the “personal is political” is an acknowl-
edgment that the harms and oppressions experienced in the
private sphere are translated to and reinforced by larger po-
litical structures. I, therefore, attend to the critical feminist
IR scholarship’s demand to understand how this “central lo-
cus of political activity” is not only gendered but also simul-
taneously implicated in many systems of oppression such as
caste, class, ethnicity, social status, educational attainment,
and geography. 

Originated in Black feminism, the intersectional ap-
proach sought to include both gender and race in their
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12 Interview with Krishna (date: 22/11/2017). 
13 An institution that seeks maximum control over its members (see Coser 

1974 ). 
14 Interview with Sarala (date: 22/01/2018). 
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imultaneity to understand Afro-American women’s expe-
iences instead of a unidimensional framework ( Crenshaw
989 , 139). As intersectionality extended to more axes (such
s ethnicity, nationality, and religion), it risked developing
nto a mechanical additive model that can be essentialist and
eterministic (Anthias and Yuval-Davis 2005, 62–63). How
o different systems of oppression intersect in dynamic and
omplex ways without being mechanically additive? Many
cholars have shown how intersectional analysis could be
ore nuanced and dynamic encapsulating the complexity

 Anthias and Yuval Davis 1992 ; McCall 2001 ; Anthias 2005 ;
ollins 2009 ). I find this approach useful for my research
ecause it not only recognizes common experiences of op-
ression for women as a group, but also stimulates us to em-
hasize the heterogeneous constitution of the group. This

s particularly useful in the Nepalese context because of the
ast diversity in terms of culture, ethnicity, and social for-
ations ( Höfer 1979 ) allowing intersectional analysis con-

erning groups (intercategorical) and within a single group
intracategorical) ( McCall 2005 ). 

Overall, the intersectional theoretical framework in-
ormed by critical feminist scholarship studying the pri-
ate/public sphere provides a critical lens to explore the
oncoercive/nonviolent governance of sex and marriage by

he Maoists in Nepal in its relation to politics of control
nd power aimed at taking over heteropatriarchal Nepalese
tate. It also enables me to examine how such governance
reates and perpetuates hierarchical norms, practices, and
tructures that have differentiated impact on women as per
heir caste, class, ethnicity, social status, and geographical
ocation. 

Positionality 

hile the feminist intersectional framework brings to fo-
us the experiences of women under multiple simultane-
usly intersecting identities ( Giri 2021 ), a critical reflection
n the researcher’s intersecting identities also contributes
o greater transparency in the knowledge production pro-
ess ( Giri 2022 ). In combination of abductive analysis, I use
eminist research methodology characterized by critical re-
exivity with focus on my positionality and power dynam-

cs. Emphasizing “value neutrality” in research ( Harding
987 , 127), feminist scholars have suggested to center a re-
earcher’s situatedness, to be aware of the complex nature
f gender construction, and adopting a reflexive process of
nowledge creation by paying attention to blind spots and
ear-sightedness ( Davis 2014 ). 
My position as a heterosexual cis male researcher from

he same cultural, linguistic, ethnic, and, in many cases,
ocial background interviewing the women ex-combatants
emands a critical reflection of my position in knowledge
roduction as it is socially located and mediated by power
elations ( Ramazanoglu and Holland 2002 , 112; Flood
013 , 65; Giri 2022 ). Except for women Maoist leaders,
 interviewed female ex-combatants in groups or accom-
anied by their friends or family to moderate the power

mbalance. Because of my gender, as well as for ethical
easons concerning the risk of re-traumatization, and to
itigate the power imbalance, I prioritized this approach

o the interview. On the other hand, my cultural, linguistic,
thnic, and class affinity also enabled me to talk to people.
wo Maoist female leaders and a few female ex-combatants
ade it explicit to me that they “trusted” me with their

tories because of my national identity as Nepali and my
ived experience during the Maoist insurgency. 
However, my gender identity also inhibited me to ask
uestions surrounding sexual violence as it is considered
ulturally sensitive for a male researcher asking questions
n such an issue. Issues of sexual violence and domestic vi-
lence in the Maoist insurgency in Nepal have been high-

ighted by some scholars ( Lecomte-Tilouine 2009 ; Sharma
nd Tamang 2016 ). Moreover, group interviews are often
ot suitable to delve into research participants’ private mat-

ers such as experiences of marriage and sexuality that could
ave been further compounded by the interviewer’s effect
n the female ex-combatants and social desirability bias
 Halperin and Heath 2012 , 248–49). 

For example, while sexual violence committed by the state
onstitutes a disproportionate number of cases, there has
een silence on similar acts by rebel groups ( Sharma and
amang 2016 ). Even 16 years after the end of the insurgency

n Nepal, ordeal of women survivors of sexual violence for
ustice continues ( Budhathoki 2022 ). Although sexual vio-
ence during the insurgency came up during my interviews
ith an expert on the Maoist insurgency in Nepal, 12 female
x-combatants were reluctant to speak on this issue. 

Social Control and Political Power 

lthough the Maoist characterization of governance of mar-
iage and sexuality within the group was laden with terms
uch as “science,” “progress,” and “modern” that defied the
raditional norms and practices, the core mechanism of so-
ial control and accumulation of power through the insti-
ution of marriage and governance of sexuality continued
s before. The Maoists utilized the “libidinal politics,” an
ct of a group of politicizing and militarizing affectual and
exual ties to amass power ( Goodwin 1997 ), as a vital part
f emotional and psychological control over the combat-
nts. In other words, the Maoists became a “greedy institu-
ion”13 that sought to govern not only the sexual practices of
he combatants but also their emotional and psychological
eings by monopolizing the commitments of its members.
hrough the governance of marriage and sexuality within

he group, the Maoists replaced the traditional institution of
arriage with elaborate codes and rules, instrumentalized
arriage and sexuality to gain and contain combatants, uti-

ized the politics of martyrdom, and constructed moral or-
er to control bodies, attain, and maximize political power. 
The Maoists reconstructed the new institution of mar-

iage with elaborate codes and rules predicated on pulver-
zing the traditional institution of marriage and its associ-
ted norms, values, and practices. Sarala, one of the female
x-combatants that I interviewed, explained that the revo-
ution and ideology were of paramount importance in mar-
iage and relationships. Marriage and relationships should
ctively instill and sustain them. She explained, 

Party [Maoist] was above individual concerns and
problems. It was everything for us- Our home, fam-
ily, guardian, and educator. If we fell in love, we had
to declare it to the party. Party would approve. In the
marriage ceremony, we used to vow that our ideologi-
cal commitment would be the center, the relationship
was peripheral. 14 

Similarly, marriage was utilized as a tool to bolster the
ommitment and loyalty of newlywed members toward the
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Maoist Party. Maoist party was depicted as above marriage,
as fidelity to the party was framed as more important than
fidelity toward marriage. It was not uncommon to divorce
a husband or wife if he/she was found to be disloyal to the
party. For example, Kamala Dong, a female ex-combatant,
divorced her husband after he was found to have gone
against the Maoist party policies (Dong 2064 BS, 112 cited in
Rai 2017 , 197). Similarly, the Maoist party supplanted tradi-
tional institutions such as family and society. Through such
control, the Maoists created a sustainable emotional and
psychological repository for the continuity of war. 

Once married, the “revolutionary” couple would rarely
have time to be together. They were often separated and
were deployed in different commands in different parts of
the country. My extensive conversation on this matter with
one Maoist female ex-combatant and a journalist who cov-
ered the Maoist insurgency revealed that this was also a way
to prevent “libidinal withdrawal” ( Goodwin 1997 ). It was a
careful strategy to prevent “love” from weakening solidarity
and commitment to the Maoist movement. In my interview,
Maoist female leader Rumila frankly remarked that the com-
batants were learning to read and write quickly because of
the separation. She elaborated, 

They used to be separated from each other for a long
time as they were fighting on different fronts. They
didn’t have phones as we have now. Writing letters was
the only way to express their feelings to each other.
This was a win-win for them and the revolution. 15 

Moreover, the Maoists exploited traumatic events, such as
death, to invoke “martyrdom” as a credential of the revo-
lutionary. The loss of a partner in combat was used by the
Maoists as an opportunity to engender a sense of vengeance
and anger in the widow/widower against the government
forces ( Yami 2007 , 24). Maoists actively encouraged the
remarriage of a widow or widower, breaking a taboo in
the society ( Adhikari 2006 , 76–77; Rai 2017 , 208). In their
memoirs, Samana D.C. and Sharda Pun, both female ex-
combatants, remarried after losing their husbands during
the Maoist insurgency (D.C. 2064 BS and Pun 2064 BS cited
in Rai 2017 , 208–209). Although Sharda Pun lost two hus-
bands in the Maoist insurgency, her loyalty and dedication
toward the Maoists remain unchanged, 

The revolution needs sacrifices for liberation. This ne-
cessity has been fulfilled by both of my spouses. In the
departure of both of my husbands, thoughts and ide-
ology continue to multiply. From here on, the entire
party revolution and the family of people’s war martyrs
will become a source of inspiration for me . (Pun 2064
BS, 174 cited in Rai 2017 , 209) 

Martyrdom as a space to deepen affective attachment and
consolidation of solidarity not only retained the bereaved
combatant, but also depicted the Maoists as the progres-
sive party for breaking the feudal tradition. Maoist com-
batants’ feelings and emotions of love and loss within the
private spheres were carefully formatted and often mobi-
lized for the collective action in the name of “progress” and
“modernity.”

Still, the radicalization of conjugal relationships was in
many ways constituted a continuity of hegemonic gen-
der norms and sexual moralities of the old tradition,
even enforced more strictly than before. While they pro-
moted love and sex as a natural and biological need, they
also emphasized the need to act against sexual anarchism
15 Interview with Rumila (date: 22/11/2017). 
( Yami 2007 , 29). For example, premarital and extramari-
tal sex, polygamy, remarriage before the divorce, or loss of
the partner was duly punished. 16 Such punishments ranged
from demotion and political reeducation to expulsion. 17 

At the same time, the Maoists were deeply concerned with
ignominy, notoriety, and unwanted deviation arising from
extramarital affairs among Maoist leaders. The Maoist party
decided to make it compulsory for Maoist leaders to have
their wives join them after an extramarital affair between
two top leaders, Ram Bahadur Thapa “Badal” and Pampha
Bhusal. 18 Before this event, it was encouraged but not en-
forced. On the other hand, security forces tried to project
the image of the Maoist female combatants as mere objects
of sexual gratification for the male combatants ( Yami 2007 ,
59; Gayer 2013 , 358). 

In such a situation, the reinvention of strict codes and
ethos governing marriage and sexuality under the “science,”
“progress,” and “modernity” discourse shielded them from
the accusation of promiscuity and vulgarity in Nepalese soci-
ety. The Maoist governing ethos regarding gender, romance,
and sexuality were primarily guided by traditional heteropa-
triarchal values, sexual propriety, conjugal order, and pa-
triarchal ideas about purity, honor, and shame. This ten-
dency to inscribe “honor” and “shame” on female bodies
also constitutes a prime location of body politics in other
progressive-looking rebel groups such as Naxalites ( Roy
2012 ) and the PKK ( Käser 2021 ). This not only enabled
control and produced power through existing heteropatri-
archal values and practices, it also rendered female com-
batants at the margin further marginalized even after the
peaceful resolution of the war. 

Intersectionality and the Governance of Marriage and 

Sexuality 

Although the governance of marriage and sexuality en-
abled the Maoists to control its cadres and combatants and
amass power, it created a hierarchical power structure and
norms further marginalizing female ex-combatants, partic-
ularly those at the margin. Similarly, the impact of these
governing structures and norms permeated in a contin-
uum even after the war. The “progressive” and “scientific”
rhetoric of marriage and sexuality reinforced rather than
erasing the structural inequality against women combatants.
There was no equitable share of reproductive labor burden
between married male and female combatants. Although re-
productive rights were unrestricted during the insurgency,
the Maoists lacked a fair, coherent, and consistent plan to
manage and reintegrate the women combatants into the
group once they had children. A former Maoist female com-
pany commander, Ganga, elaborated: 

Once they would have a baby, they were compelled to
withdraw into domestic affairs. My friend Sita left her
career as a combatant once she got a baby. She had
to look after the baby anyhow until the baby was one
year old. From that perspective, they [female combat-
ants] felt that they could not fulfill the duties of the
party limiting them in the kitchen. Many came back
[to rebel group] after giving birth to a child. But it
was difficult for them. Many others simply left. 19 

Ganga had forsaken any thought of having children
during the war as it would have shattered her hopes of
Interview with Rumila and Karuna (date: 22/11/2017). 
18 Interview with Rumila and Karuna (date: 22/11/2017). 
19 Interview with Ganga (date: 12/12/2017). 
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etting to the higher echelon of the People’s Liberation
rmy (PLA). She only had a baby once she was in can-

onment during the Disarmament, Demobilization, and
eintegration (DDR) process. Laila, the highest-ranked

emale commander (Deputy Brigade Commander) in the
LA, argues, 

We need to take eight months’ leave during preg-
nancy. During that time, time progresses fast. Men’s
responsibility is finished after sexual intercourse. Be-
cause of it, women lag in society… Therefore, we put
this proposal to the Maoist chairman. We decided not
to marry. Even if we marry, we will not give birth to
the child soon. Those women who followed this man-
aged to play a greater role. Practically, women must
take leave for a certain period. During that period,
things change. It is difficult to do catch up for women.
… They must wait for some time. Once they secure
their future, they can marry and plan accordingly. I
got married only after the peace process in 2007. 20 

Bimala Budha, a former female ex-combatant from
olpa, was bitter about the divide within the insurgency it-

elf where its leadership, often from a well-to-do family (usu-
lly leaders), could find someone/somewhere to look after
heir children without letting it interfere with their work.
eople like her, coming from a lower-class background, had
o end their career and political ambitions once they got
 child. Similarly, she was also frustrated that her husband
ho was junior to her could continue to be combatant while

he had to leave despite her seniority and long experience.
hen I met her in Dang, a district in western Nepal, she
as tending her small patch of vegetables in her backyard.
er husband was in Qatar for overseas employment. She
etailed, 

How is it possible that the Maoist revolution can have
two classes- Baburam 

21 and Hisila 22 can send their
child to India for study, but we couldn’t afford to raise
our children? How come my husband who joined the
insurgency later than I would continue to be in the
PLA, but I had to dash my dreams? I could not under-
stand. 23 

In fact, in trying to escape the traditional society that
urdened them with family and children to look after, fe-
ale combatants met the exact fate. They were “doubly

urdened”—expected to complete their motherhood roles
hile proving their self-worth by engaging in combat on the
attlefield ( Gogoi 2017 , 51). Pregnancies were considered
o be a disciplinary action that prevented them from ad-
ancing their careers ( Gayer 2013 , 342). The Maoists held
 conservative position on sexuality and reproductive rights
n many ways often reproducing the traditional gender rela-
ions leaving female combatants to take on the sole burden
f child-rearing in many cases and dashing their leadership
spirations ( Lecomte-Tilouine 2009 ; Manchanda 2010 , 7). 

Moreover, many female ex-combatants from the lower
aste, lower classes, and uneducated backgrounds suffered
ecause of intercaste marriages during the insurgency in
he rebel group. Rita, a female ex-combatant from a higher
lass educated background, reflected that unlike her com-
ades from a lower caste, poor, and uneducated back-
20 Interview with Laila (date: 20/12/2017). 
21 Second-ranked Maoist leader during the Maoist insurgency. 
22 One of the top two female leaders in the Maoist insurgency in Nepal. She is 

he wife of Baburam Bhattarai. 
23 Interview with Bimala (date: 04/01/2018). 

e  

s  

s

rounds, she did not face caste-based discrimination and
iolence: 

One of my friends was a Tamang [an indigenous
group considered to be located lower in the Hindu
caste hierarchy]. Her husband was from a Brahmin
[higher caste] family. Therefore, her husband got
married to a Brahmin girl later, abandoning her… I
know many poor female ex-combatants with no educa-
tional qualification in a similar situation like my friend
who are working in massage parlors to survive. Many
have gone abroad for employment in precarious and
dangerous sectors. 24 

Such a precarious situation was not shared by their male
ounterparts, their leaders, or even female combatants from
igher caste/class/social status and educated backgrounds
 Goswami 2015 ). Many female ex-combatants from a lower
aste were rejected by their husband’s family members for
ntercaste and interethnic marriage because they married
ithout their family’s consent ( Rayamajhi 2011 ). Many male
ombatants divorced and abandoned their wartime wives to
t into their families and communities ( Sthapit and Doneys
017 , 44). For many female ex-combatants from lower caste
nd ethnic minority groups, there was no community left for
hem to reintegrate with. Surprisingly, intercaste marriage
as not a problem for the bridegroom’s family if the bride
elonged to a higher caste ( Gogoi 2017 , 57–58). Karuna, a
ormer Maoist female leader, explained to me, 

There was a strange phenomenon after the Maoist in-
surgency. A lot of marriages forged during the war
broke apart, particularly inter-caste marriages. I have
myself compiled data on this to which the Maoist party
turned a blind eye, and so was government. I have in-
terviewed female ex-combatants whose lives have been
destroyed and they are living with stigma and trauma.
Female ex-combatants or cadres from lower caste of-
ten get kicked out by their husband and their in-laws.
Surprisingly, I find when women are from upper-caste
and good backgrounds, marriage somehow sustains. 25 

Yet, when the Maoists came to power after the peaceful
esolution of the conflict, they ignored these issues even
hough it affected hundreds of female ex-combatants from
he lower caste and ethnic minority groups ( Rayamajhi
011 ). They immediately declared the insurgency as “suc-
essful” and “transformative” for all Nepali women. 26 

The Maoists sought to actively govern marriage and sex-
ality noncoercively/nonviolently not only to form, consol-

date, and validate their political agendas but also as a tool
or social control and political power attainment. Such gov-
rnance produced unequal consequences felt most acutely
n the aftermath of the war by the female combatants at the
ntersection of caste, class, ethnicity, and social and educa-
ional status. 

Conclusion 

xisting research establishes linkages between forced mar-
iage and sexual violence and various rebel political
rojects of control, cohesion, and nation building. How-
ver, the empirical puzzle of noncoercive/nonviolent gov-
rnance of marriage and sexuality in the Maoist in-
urgency in Nepal defies existing explanations. Using
24 Interview with Rita (date: 21/11/2017). 
25 Interview with Karuna (date: 22/11/2017). 
26 This narrative of the positive transformation of gender relations in Nepalese 

ociety came consistently in my interviews with Maoist leaders. 
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abductive analysis, this article builds the theoretical frame-
work of “noncoercive/nonviolent governance of marriage
and sexuality” to link such governance by the Maoists in
Nepal to their political agenda, social control and politics
of power, and marginalization of women at the intersection
of multiple systems of oppression. Despite the claim of gov-
erning marriage and sexuality in “scientific,” “progressive,”
and “modern” ways devoid of coercion and violence, the
Maoists in Nepal instrumentalized the governance of the
private sphere for social control and accumulating power
that disproportionately affected female combatants. 

The main contribution of this paper lies in build-
ing a theoretical explanation for the puzzle of noncoer-
cive/nonviolent governance of marriage and sexuality us-
ing intersectional framework and abductive analysis. It does
so by underlining the generative synergy between the rebel
governance literature and feminist IR scholarship highlight-
ing the gendered and intersectional nature of rebel gov-
ernance of marriage and sexuality with a critical inquiry
into the core sociocultural infrastructure of heteropatri-
archy and heteronormativity. The noncoercive/nonviolent
regulation of marriage and sexuality enabled the Maoists
to build “total institutions” ( Coser 1974 ) facilitating so-
cial control and power accrual. However, it contributed to
women combatants’ oppression and exploitation by repro-
ducing and reenforcing heteropatriarchal and heteronor-
mative values and nuclear family with female combatants
taking the burden of social reproduction ( Peterson 1985 ;
Fraser and Nicolson 1988 ; Butler 2002 ; Hedström 2022 ).
It disproportionately impacted the female combatants at
the intersection of multiple oppressions affecting their re-
lationships in social and intimate spheres even after the
war. 

Female ex-combatants’ experiences of war and “postwar”
peace in the private sphere in Nepal resonate with feminist
IR scholarships’ claim on the private sphere as a political
sphere of power contestation revealing continuity of multi-
ple “chains of violence”—from direct and visible to systemic
and structural (see Cockburn 2004 ; Alden 2010 ; Bayard De
Volo and Hall 2015 ; Braithwaite and D’Costa 2018 ) and
from war to “postwar” (see Alden 2010 ; Giri 2021 ). More-
over, the feminist intersectional lens shows that female ex-
combatants from a lower class, lower caste, and ethnic mi-
norities were disproportionately impacted by the burden
of social reproduction, ostracization, alienation, and many
problems with reintegration after the war ( Giri 2021 ). Yet,
the insurgency was characterized as one of the success sto-
ries, and elite leaders, both male and female, came to the
position of power and influence after the war. 

The findings also reaffirm the refrain call from femi-
nist IR scholars that the dichotomy and hierarchy between
private/public affairs, social/political order, moral/political
order, and emotional/rational constitution are artificial and
political ( Enloe 2000 , 195–203; MacKenzie 2012 ; Peterson
2014 , 2020 ; Hanisch n.d). The findings align with deep
ethnographical works in sociology and anthropology that
unpack complex microlevel intimate social processes dur-
ing and after the war and their consequences ( Goodwin
1997 ; Gidwani and Paudel 2012 ; Shah 2013 ). What makes
a study of the institution of marriage and regulation of sex-
uality in rebel governance a unique site for “feminist curios-
ity” ( Enloe 2004 ) is that they need to create institutions and
regulations from ground zero. Such creations are rife with
contestation and conformity with the existing institutions
and regulations on marriage and sexuality. As such, they
are important sites for studying political order emanating
from formal and informal structures of gendered power and
authority. 
The paper is also significant in offering a reflexive ac-
count of the “multiplex” positionality of the researcher and
its bearing on the research process and outcome. The paper
reinforces the feminist assertion that the knowledge pro-
duction process is not value neutral, but rather a complex
negotiation between the researcher, the field, and research
participants mediated by multilayered contexts and power
dynamics. Beyond foundational commitment to reflexive
practice with honest reckoning of limitations and vulner-
ability in feminist fieldwork, its implications travel fur-
ther afield in challenging hegemonic epistemological and
methodological assumptions by acknowledging the partial-
ity (not universality) and situatedness (non-fixity) of knowl-
edge, and fostering an accountable and ethical knowledge
production. 

This paper also contributes to the rebel governance liter-
ature in two major ways—it offers a theoretical framework
explaining the puzzle why rebel groups may persist with
supposedly radical restructuring of the private sphere even
though it can be costly with no guarantee of solid returns
( Stewart 2021 , 8–9) and, second, it follows on the call of
rebel governance scholars ( Arjona, Nelson, and Mampilly
2015 ) to explore the lingering impact of rebel governance
on social and intimate relations. 

The findings from this study have significant implica-
tions for security policy and understanding of the armed
conflict. Security policies mainly focus on political motiva-
tions and ideological orientations, military structures, and
economic sources of the rebel groups. As this research
showed, marriage and sexuality can be powerful nonco-
ercive/nonviolent tools of governance for rebel groups.
Apart from in-depth understanding of political–ideological
projects of insurgents, regulation of marriage and sexual-
ity can enlighten various other conflict dynamics such as
recruitment, retainment of combatants/cadres, and sexual
violence in armed conflict. As such, mutual exclusion of pri-
vate and public spheres does not yield us a holistic under-
standing of the politics and micropolitics of war and peace. 

Future research could focus on the scope conditions for
the development of rebel governance system and institu-
tions on marriage and sexuality: why some rebel groups pur-
sue governance of marriage and sexuality in the way they do
(coercive/noncoercive, traditional/non-traditional) while
others do not? Similarly, a comparative study can reveal
interesting variations and broader patterns of rebel gover-
nance of marriage and sexuality. 
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